
 
 

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Sunday 
STORMY MONDAY… 

 

Addiction and the Personality Disorder 



They call it stormy 
Monday, 
but Tuesday’s just as 
bad. 
Wednesday’s worse 
and 
Thursday’s also 
sad…. 

 

By Aaron Thibeaux 
(T-Bone) Walker 
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Disclosures 

Nothing to disclose. 
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After this presentation, participants will be better 
able to: 

1.  Name the personality disorders that most commonly co-occur 
with addictive disorders. 

2.  Recognize & manage common diagnostic dilemmas in patients 
with co-occurring addictive & personality disorders. 

3.  Recognize & manage common treatment dilemmas in patients 
with co-occurring addictive & personality disorders. 
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Up to 70%... 
Of people with addictive disorders have one OR MORE co-
occurring personality disorder(s) 
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“Black Hole of Psychiatry” 

Suicidal pts excluded 
APD mostly prison pop.  

 

15% 50% 

Limited 
research 

70% 



What is personality? 

▪ Universal  
▪ Traits 
▪ Style 
▪ Tempo 
▪ PATTERNS... 

– Persist 
– Allow for categorizations 
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What is a personality disorder? 

▪ RIGID, inflexible 
▪ MALADAPTIVE 
▪ PERSISTENT, immature 
▪ Significant impairment, &/or 
▪ Significant subjective distress 

▪ Differ greatly from expectations of pt’s culture 
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The Odd 

The Dramatic 

The Fearful 

•  Paranoid 
•  Schizoid 
•  Schizotypal 

A  
(odd) 

•  Antisocial 
•  Borderline 
•  Histrionic 
•  Narcissistic 

B 
(dramatic) 

•  Avoidant 
•  Dependent 
• Obsessive-compulsive 

C  
(fearful)  
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A personality disorder is 
a mental illness. 
And a mental illness is a medical illness. 



Difficult Clinical Encounters 
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Medical Condition 
(addiction +/- PDs +/- trauma) 

symptoms +/- resistance 

difficult clinical encounters 



Difficult Clinical Encounters… 

 

“CAN’T THEY SEE how messed up all this stuff is?”  

Nope. No more than someone in active addiction can…. 

These are SYMPTOMS of DISORDERS that CREATE 
RESISTANCE to treatment. Nature of the beast. 

 

They do it because they’re sick & those are their symptoms.  
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Substance Use Worsens Symptoms 

INCREASES 

R Impulsivity 
R Suicidal behavior 
R Legal consequences, jail/

prison time 
R Victimization (financial, 

physical, sexual) 
R Relapse 

WORSENS 

R Judgment 

R Medical consequences (e.g., hep 
C, HIV) 

R Psychosocial consequences 
(relationships, housing) 

R Adherence to meds, medical 
care advice 
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What does it look like in treatment? 
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Temper fits/rage 
Self-harm/threats 

Overreactions/distress 
Constant requests/demands 

No-shows, lateness 
Avoid, argue, deny 

Disrespects, discounts, no effort 
Somatic or unrelated complaints 

Not doing assignments 
Breaking rules, non-adherence 

AMA (or constant threats) 

Trauma reactions 
Trauma repetition 
Trauma avoidance 

Containment, Adherence, 
Trauma 



Which personality 
disorders most commonly 
co-occur with addiction?… 
LEARNING OBJECTIVE 1… 
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The Big 3 Co-Occurring Personality Disorders 
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Antisocial PD most prevalent overall 
Men diagnosed 2x more often than women 

 
Borderline PD most prevalent in women 

Women diagnosed 2x more often than men 
 

About 60% of people with Narcissistic PD have SUD 
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Borderline 

Relational chaos 

Unstable affect 

Unstable identity 

Impulsivity 

Antisocial 

Disregards 
others’ rights 

No conscience 

No empathy 

Manipulative 

Narcissistic 

Grandiose 

Needs admiration 

Requires exact 
alignment 

Lacks empathy 



Masterson’s BORDERLINE TRIAD 
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Separation Stress 
(license, grad, break-up…) 

Abandonment Depression 
(reaction to real or imagined loss) 

Primitive Defense 
(get helpless, cut, tantrum, etc) 



Antisocial PD: Theories  

▪  APD operating principle: Other people’s needs are trivial. 

▪  Biological 
–  Lower serotonin levels (impulsivity, aggression) 
–  Deficient frontal lobe function (reasoning) 
–  Lower anxiety/arousal levels (risk, thrill seeking) 
–  Less sensitive to physical pain (recklessness) 
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Basic Operating Principle of NPD 

▪  “There is something wrong with me as I am. Therefore I must be 
special.” (false self) 

▪  Others must be what NPD needs, not what they really are.  

▪  “You are not real, you’re an object to me & I’m an object to you. You 
exist only to serve my needs so we are merged.”  

▪  Tiniest divergence from the merge shatters the (fragile, false) NPD 
image of self as special. 
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Common diagnostic 
dilemmas in people with co-
occurring addiction and 
personality disorders… 
LEARNING OBJECTIVE 2… 
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Diagnosis before 
treatment. 
Diagnosis determines treatment. 
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Accurate Diagnosis Requires Accurate History 

 

SUD and PD diagnosed mostly by history  
(vs. immediate presentation) 

*** 

The rub:  
Need detailed, accurate info from unreliable 

historians 
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Diagnostic Dilemma 
How Do We Get Accurate History? 

Symptoms present (or not): 
Before the substance use started 

Extended periods of sobriety  

Extended periods of substance use  
*** 

COLLATERAL  
DETAILS 
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Diagnostic Dilemma 
Current symptoms coming from PD, SUD, both? 

Overlapping symptoms, similar presentations 
Emotions, thoughts, behaviors, relationships 

Progress in life, or not (ie, growing up) 
 

In SUD: Outside reflects inside IN THAT MOMENT but MAY 
NOT reflect the person’s REAL SELF 

 

 Initial presentation may not reflect later presentation 
(recovery) AT ALL if mostly coming from SUD 
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“People with personality 
disorders cannot FEEL 
one way & ACT another.” 
Donna M. Sudak, MD 
Author of Cognitive Therapy for Clinicians 
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People in active addiction & 
early sobriety FEEL & ACT in 
ways they never would 
otherwise.  
Because the disease of addiction is in control, not 
the real personality of the addicted individual. 
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ASAM’s “Short” Definition of Addiction 

Addiction is a primary, chronic disease of brain reward, motivation, 
memory & related circuitry. Dysfunction in these circuits leads to 
characteristic biological, psychological, social & spiritual 
manifestations. This is reflected in an individual pathologically 
pursuing reward &/or relief by substance use & other behaviors. 

Addiction is characterized by inability to consistently abstain, 
impairment in behavioral control, craving, diminished recognition 
of significant problems with one’s behaviors and interpersonal 
relationships, and a dysfunctional emotional response. Like other 
chronic diseases, addiction often involves cycles of relapse and 
remission. Without treatment or engagement in recovery activities, 
addiction is progressive and can result in disability or premature 
death. 
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Common treatment 
dilemmas in people with co-
occurring addiction and 
personality disorders… 
LEARNING OBJECTIVE 3… 
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Your Single Most Important Tool 
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Major Challenges in Treatment 

Frequent regressions, outbursts, over-reactions  
Transference/countertransference reactions 

Labile emotions, unstable sense of self 
Disrespect & noncompliance, arguing, discounting 

Leaving treatment prematurely (AMAs) 
Projection & splitting & LOUD fit-throwing (esp BPD) 

Fighting, disregard for rules & rights of others (esp APD) 
“It’s all about me.” Monopolizing & arrogance (esp NPD) 
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The Dreaded Power Struggle… 

“Who’s in charge here?” 

“I told you so.” 

“What did I tell you?” 

“How many times are you gonna do this?” 

“I don’t have much more to offer you.” 
 

Distancing, negative emotion directed at pt/ct reads 
as abandonment to BPD, attack to NPD/ASPD. 
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Resistance As Common Denominator in Difficult 
Clinical Encounters 

▪ To resist is to be human, seen in treating anything 
& everything, perhaps esp. addiction & PDs 
▪  I don’t have a problem. I don’t have this problem. 

– I’m scared. I don’t want to. I’m tired…. 
– I’m sick of this stupid stuff. 
– I hate this stupid place…. 
– I give up. I can’t. I’m hopeless, etc…. 
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Universal (emo)Precautions 

Very clear, very consistent rules, boundaries & 
consequences. 

Staff “over-communication” 
limits splitting.  

Predictability: As much 
routine as possible. 

Reliability: Do what 
you said you would do. 

Structure: who, what, 
when, where, how… 

Therapeutic neutrality 
in all things. 
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Structure=Meltdown Prevention 
Clarity + Consistency + Communication 
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1:1 

calm 

group 



How to Make It Worse (Research-Proven to 
Increase Resistance) 

▪  Lecture, nag, fuss, plead cajole 
▪  Use terms demeaningly, eg, calling people manipulative, narcissistic, 

borderline, impulsive, childish (even if they are…) 

▪  Dismiss or minimize their concerns 

▪  Criticize, blame, judge, belittle, humiliate 

▪  Demand, give orders, be arrogant, impatient or sarcastic 
▪  Confront harshly, raise your voice, get too close or too far 

▪  Get mad, defensive, angry or argumentative 

▪  Give unasked-for advice or opinions 

▪  Take sides on anything or with anyone 
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Therapeutic Neutrality Decreases Resistance 

Empathic listening 

Interested, curious attitude 

Neutral, observing stance 

Nonjudgmental but caring 

Nothing good happens without CONNECTION. 
Connection before direction….  
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Everything that increases 
resistance decreases 
motivation. 
CONNECTION+THERAPEUTIC ALLIANCE
+STRUCTURE & CONSISTENCY 
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▪ STOP TALKING! 
▪ Breathe 
▪ Step back into therapeutic neutrality 
▪ Shift from directive to CONNECTIVE 
▪ “Roll with the resistance” 

When Resistance Shows Up... 
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Examples of Therapeutically Neutral Responses 

▪ Huh. Wow. Dang. Rats. Yikes. Gosh.…. 
▪ Ok. Can you tell me some more about that? 
▪ “Hang on, that’s interesting. What was your idea 

behind….” 
▪ Would it be ok if I (or ‘is now a good time’ or ‘would 

you like for me to’) if I share with you something 
I’ve learned about that? 
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▪  "I don't know why I'm here. My therapist told me to 
come."  (Ok, tell me more...) 
▪  "This is ridiculous."  (Ok, let's shift our focus.  

What would you like to talk about?) 
▪  "It's no use. I can't." (Ok, where did that come 

from?) 
▪  "Oh dear." "Yikes." "Gosh."  "Wow."  "Ouch."  

"Man."  (Be genuine, never sarcastic.) 

Examples of ‘Rolling with Resistance’... 
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Know Your Own Patterns/Triggers 

What kind of pt/ct “gets under your skin?” 
What is it that gets to you & why? 

  
To be effective, we must be trust-worthy, non-

reactive & steady.  
Also must have good boundaries, maintain them & 

take care of ourselves.  
 

NO MATTER WHAT THEY DO! 
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Examples of Good Self Care 

Know your limit. 
Take breaks. 
Ask for help. 

Keep your emotional bank account balanced. 
Body—Mind—Spirit  

Other people! Other interests! 
Connect with peers for consultation/support. 

Get some therapy. 
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Keep FIRMLY in Mind... 

What They Do IS NOT: 

Personal, motivational, easily treated or quickly managed. 

TREATING SOMEONE WITH PD REQUIRES THAT YOU BE: 

Patient & tolerant. 

Able to set limits, connect & address the same problem behaviors 
over & over. 

Able to maintain therapeutic neutrality in the face of intense 
provocation from (their) intense, poorly contained emotions & 

impulses. 
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The mainstay of PD treatment is psychotherapy. 

▪  BORDERLINE 
– DBT  

▪  NARCISSISTIC 
– Walk the line between running them off with interventions 

they can’t tolerate & letting them run all over you. 

▪  ANTISOCIAL 
– Lack receptors for real relationship so focus on what’s in 

it for them & don’t (DO NOT) push for feelings or insight. 
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Medications for personality disorders? 

▪  Mainly for co-morbid conditions/symptoms BUT GO EASY.  
▪  PD pts view & handle meds the same as everything else—

through the distorted lens of the PD…. Controlled 
substances are risky. 
▪  Having said that: 

– Antidepressants (depression, irritability, hopelessness, 
impulsivity, anger) 

– Anxiolytics 
– Mood stabilizers 
– Second gen antipsychotics 
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Normality is a paved road. It’s comfortable to walk but no flowers grow. 
        -Vincent van 

Gogh 
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Great Resource: Treatment Improvement 
Protocols (TIPS) at www.SAMHSA.gov 

▪  TIP 34: Brief Interventions and Brief Therapies for Substance Abuse 
SMA 07-3952 • 

▪  TIP 35: Enhancing Motivation for Change in Substance Abuse Treatment 
SMA 08-4212  

▪  TIP 39: Substance Abuse Treatment and Family Therapy SMA 08-4219  

▪  TIP 41: Substance Abuse Treatment: Group Therapy SMA 05-3991  

▪  TIP 42: Substance Abuse Treatment for Persons With Co-Occurring 
Disorders SMA 08-3992 

▪  TIP 45: Detoxification and Substance Abuse Treatment SMA 08-4131  

▪  TIP 48: Managing Depressive Symptoms in Substance Abuse Clients 
During Early Recovery SMA 08-4353  
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SOURCES/RESOURCES 

▪  App Store(s)—iMood & many other mood tracking apps, period/PMS 
trackers, DBT apps…. (endless options but  check it yourself before you 
recommend). 

▪  American Psychiatric Association. (2013). Diagnostic and Statistical Manual 
of Mental Disorders (DSM-5).Arlington, VA. American Psychiatric Publishing. 

▪  Beitman, Bernard D. The Structure of Individual Psychotherapy. (1990) The 
Guilford Press, New York and London. 

▪  Center for Substance Abuse Treatment. (2005) Substance Abuse Treatment 
for Persons With Co-Occurring Disorders. Substance Abuse Treatment 
Improvement Protocol (TIP) Series, No. 42, HHS Publication No. (SMA) 
08-3992. Rockville, MD. Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services 
Administration. 
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Sources/Resources, p 2 

▪  Davison, SE. (2002). Principles of managing patients with personality 
disorders. Advances in Psychiatric Treatment, 8,1-9. 

▪  Dimeff L, Comtois KA, Linehan MM. (2003) Co-occurring addictive and 
borderline personality disorders, Chapter 7 in Section II Co-Occurring 
Addictive and Psychiatric Disorders in Principles of Addiction Medicine, 3rd 
Ed, Eds Graham, Schultz, Mayo-Smith, Ries, Wilford. American Society of 
Addiction Medicine, Inc. Chevy Chase MD. pp 1359-1370. 

▪  Gross DV, Sledge CC, Ovson EA: Addictive disorders in diseases of women, 
Chapter 29 in Addictive Disorders in Medical Populations, eds Miller & Gold. 
2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. 
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Sources/Resources, p 3 

▪  Kaplan & Sadock 10th ed Synopsis of Psychiatry 

▪  Lorenzetti RC, Jacques CHM, Donovan C, et al. (March 13, 2013). Managing 
difficult encounters: understanding physician, patient and situational factors. 
American Family Physician, 87 (26), 420-425. Retrieved from 
www.aafp.org/afp 

▪  Masterson, James. Search for the Real Self. Good book for providers, 
patients and families of people with borderline personality disorders. 

▪  Matulich, B. (2010). How to Do Motivational Interviewing: A Guidebook for 
Beginners. San Diego, CA. Bill Matulich. (Very short and to the point, useful. 
Only available in digital download.) 
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Sources/Resources, p 4 

▪  McKay, et al. The Dialectical Behavior Therapy Skills Workbook: Practical DBT 
Exercises for Learning Mindfulness, Interpersonal Effectiveness, Emotion 
Regulation & Distress Tolerance. 2007. 

▪  Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration. SAFE-T Suicide 
Assessment Five-step Evaluation and Triage. (2009, September). HHS 
Publication No. (SMA) 09-4432. Retrieved from www.samhsa.gov 

▪  Sudak, Donna M. Cognitive Behavior Therapy for Clinicians, from series 
Psychotherapy in Clinical Practice, published by Lippincott Williams & Wilkins 
2006 

▪  www.afsp.org. American Foundation for Suicide Prevention. Also great resource 
for survivors, families. 

▪  www.SAMHSA.gov Has lots of free information and services for providers and 
patients/clients. 
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